taken over all chains Q. If Q is a subspace of BV and 0/: Q--'7BVis linear then 110/11 is defined as sup{llo/vll : v E Q, Ilvll= l}.
The space pNA is the closed subspace of BV that is generated by powers of non atomic measures.
Let set function w we denote by Ilwll the supremum of2:7=llwCD -wC.t-I)1 taken over all increasing sequences 0 < fa < fl < ... < in < 1 measurable functions. The indicator function of a set S in -g is denoted Xs i.e., Xs(s) = 1 if s E S and equals 0 iL ·_!l_S.
We will sometimes write S for Xs, t for tXI and tS for tXs. It is known [3, Theorem G] that there is a unique linear mapping that associates with each set function v inpNA an ideal set function v* such that (vw)* = v*w* for all v, w in pNA, v* is monotonic wherever v is in pNA +, IIvl[= Ilv*[I, and such that p.*(/) = fddp. for all p. in NA and all f in f.
Denote 3v*(t, S) = (d/ dT)v*(t + TS)T=O'
By Theorem H of [3] we know that for each v in pNA and each S in -g, the derivative 3v*(t, S) exists for almost all tin [0, 1] and is integrable over [0, 1] as a function of t.
We denote by W the set of nonnegative functions g in Loo( [O,1] ) with f g(t)dt
The characterization of the class of semivalues on pNA is given in [4, Define DIAG to be the set of all v in BV satisfying: there exist a positive integer k, a k-dimensional vector g of probability measures in NA, and a neighborhood U in IRk of the diagonal [0, g (I) ] such that if g(S) E v then v(S) = O. A semivalue 0/ on a symmetric subspace Q of BV is diag ñal if \{Iv= 0 for all v E Q n DIAG. PROOF. The proof in [7] that continuous values are diagonal does not make use of the efficiency axiom and therefore the same proof works here.
Another result which will be used in the proofs of the present paper is: PROOF. Follows from the proof of Proposition 6.1 in [3] .
3. Characterization of the semivalues on a class of political economic games. In the purely economic situation, we usually encounter games in pNA (or in pNAD-· the closed linear space generated by pNA and DIAG) but in many political economic situations we face games of the form .v = uq where q is in pNA and u is a jump function with respect to a given NA probability measure p., i.e., :> 0 for any 0 < t < a for which av*(t"S) is defined. This completes the proof of (3.6).
For proving (3.7) it is enough to prove that for any t with a < t < I for which all the derivatives av*(t, S) and aqt(t, S) exist, n av*(t, S 
Again as this holds for all E > 0 and as w is monotonic, it follows that av*(t, S) +
2,7= ]aqt(t, S)
:> 0, which completes the proof of (3.7).
The proof of (3.8) will make use of are two sets TJ, T 2 in , TJ C T 2 such that for all 1 :< i :< n and for all 1 :
PROOF.
Let K = {I :< i :< n : fLi = fLk}' By Lyapunov's theorem there is T in ~such
Observe that for sufficiently small y > 0,
If (J,) = I is a sequence in f that converges uniformly to fin f then for every q in pNA, q*(j,.) converges to q*(j). (All that is needed for that conclusion is that fL*(jr)
converges to fL(j) for every nonatomic measure fL.) Therefore there is y > 0 sufficiently
is an ideal set and such that for all 1 :
and observe that fJ(O' + y(T -b)) ~0'+ y(T -b)
as fJ < I converges to 1. Therefore for sufficiently large fJ < 1, for all l:<j:<m 
Altogether, we conclude that for all I < i :<n, 1 :
which completes the proof of Lemma 3.9.
We return now to proof of (3.8) of Lemma 3.5. Observe that it is sufficient to prove that for every 1 :< k :< n if K(k) denotes the set of all 1 :< i :< n with 0t fL = 0: fL
Apply Lemma 3.9 to the .nonatomic probability measures
Or fL.. , 0: fL and the set functions v, q), ... , qn in pNA to show the existence of Tj, T 2 in ~with Tj C T 2 and such that for all I <:;;; i <; n, Assuming E < a we find that Iw(T 2 \T 1 )1 = Iv(T 2 \T 1 )1 < E. On the other hand,
The assumption that w is finitely additive will imply that E > Iw(Tz \ T)) 
(T)), and as

Iv(TI U Tz) -v*(t + hS)1 < E, Iv(Tz) -v*(t)1 < E and Iv(T)) -v*(hS)1 < E, I[v*(t + hS) -v*(t)) -v*(hS)1 < 3E and as this holds for any E > 0, v*(t + hS) -v*(t) = v*(hS) = hv(S) and therefore av*(t, S) exists and equals v(S).
.;;n).
Therefore we have to prove that the right-hand side is at most max{a, II glkJllwll· As 
*(a)(O;*p,)(S) + ãav*(t,S)g(t)dt
+ .f a ( v + ; 1 q;)*(t,S)g(t)dt
+ ,t,lq" (a)I(O,' )( S) ]
n IIWIl > i 1Iqt(a)1 + ã(lav*(t,S)1
First assume that v and qi' 1 < i < n are polynomials)n nonatomic probability measures. For every integer k > 2 we will construct a chain'" Qk so that IlwllQkwill converge as k ~00 to the right-hand side of (3.12).
Observe that there is f in J with (Oi*JJ.)*(f) = (O/JJ.)*(j) iff i = j. We may assume that 1/2 < f < 1. (Otherwise replace f by (1 + j)/2.) For every k> 1 let I be the largest integer with 1< ak. Without loss of generality we may assume that for
Therefore for each 1 < i < n there is a (unique) /3 i = /3Jk) with 0 </3i :< 2/k and (Oi*JJ.)*(l/k + /3j) = a. Obviously all the /3/s are different and 0 < /3i < /3 j < 2/k whenever 1 < i <:j < n. Define (gJ7=1 by gi = 1/ k + /3J and define (jJ7 tn-3
i+3-n if 21 + n < i and i -n is an odd integer, ~T 2k + n - 3 ) such that for all 1 < j < n and for all 0 < i < 2k + n -3,
Denote by Q ~the subchain (I:)7 õ' flt the sub chain (I:)7 ~ 'i and Qi the sub chain
IlwllQk> IlwllQL+ IIwlb ~+ IlwllQk. 
As (O/JJ.)(T21) = ((}/JJ.)(AI)
which proves (3.12) in the case that v and qi are polynomials in, nonatomic measures. 
la1av*(t,S) -av*(t,S)ldt
< Ilv -v*11 < E: and
+ ãlav*(t,
-S)ldt-
As this is true for all £ > 0, (3.12) is proved which completes the proof of Lemma 3.11.
PROOF OF THEOREM A. We have already seen that for a in R + and g in W, (3.1) and (3. 2) define (uniquely) a (continuous) semivalue tP(a,g) on u *pNA. Now we have to show that any continuous semivalue on u *pNA is of that form. Let tP be a continuous semi value on u *pNA. In particular, tP induces a semivalue on pNA and Iluvsll < 32k8. To prove (3.19) observe that if t > a + 28 and h > 0 then and if 0 < t < a + 8 and h < 0 with t + h > 0 then
and therefore V8(S) = v(S) and of course then (u(v -V8))(S) = 0 = (v -v8)(S), and if p,(S) > a then u(v -V8)(S) = (v -V8)(S), and v(S)
As v -v/Jis in pN A, (3.13) and (3.18) imply that :
Ja+28 Ja+8 If QI and Q2 are linear symmetric subspaces of BV we denote by QIG) Q2 the linear symmetric space generated by games of the form V 1 V2 where Vi E Qi (i = 1,2), and the space QI * Q2 is defined as the linear symmetric space generated by triples (a, b, g).) THEOREM4.5. For each pair (a, g) (d) For every g in W which is continuous, there is a semivalue tf;g on DIFF (for definitional see [6] ) that is given by: for any v in DIFF and S E ,
_.
(l
IV*U+hS)-V*U)gU)dt ) tf;gv(S) -hm
h .
The proof is essentially the same as in Merten's proof in [6] of the existence of a value on DIFF.
